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One of the problems that English teachers have always been con-
,

cerned with is- hoii to help their students to become better writers.

Teachers have.moually rel n prescriptive rhetoric texts and hand.-.,

-books as guides and have communicated t e-rules prescribed by these

texe$to.their students through a variety of methoda: While lectures

! ana'class 04;7:salons about good writing have their place in the.com-

position classroom a moreAirect method-of affecting student writing

performance is that of writing comments on student papers.

Research has shown that teachers have

. . ,

they respond to student writing. Thus the

4

indicated that. teachers respond primarily,

usage, and.vocabulary of a paper: (Kline, 1973; Harris, 4977; Seale

& D411on, 1980) /In contrast to thede studies,' Freedman (1978) found

that teachers, were 'more concerned with/content and organization than

with mechanical errors. Though the emphasis of their responses may

.vary, most teachers comment on the finished products'of atUaentwrit-

differentpriorities when

resats of some studies have

ti; the mechanics, grammar,

ing and consider ,these commentsAto be evaluations of their students'

work. In'such a model of teacher response, the teacher acts as a judge
,

who'grades her students' papers and writes comments suggesting how

her students can-"fix up" their essays. When she responds in this man-

ner, she aseres that her students will learn what "good writing" is

from her comments and thereby improve in fUtdre papers. Students who

receive,suCh comments on their papers may read them; however, they do

1



t write subsequent drafts infwhich they can iet upon them and thus
' 4 .

improvement desired by their teachers rarely occurs. Along with not

bein able to react .tn'teacher.Oomments immediately, student's may not

_see the need to respond> these comments because. they are evaluations

of their work and not the responses of-an interested adult reader.

It is evident that teacher responies on,the product, of'stu-

dint writing may not

Prime their writing.

to effect a positive

ir
. .

be reaching their goals in *ping students to im-;

Indeed, Pianko (179) wrote that if teachers are

change in students' writtdn products, they must

Change their focus from evaluating and correcting finished papers to
fr

helping students expand and elaborate on the sieges of their composing pro-

cesses. BeseArchers who have studied the various stages of the cost-
$ 5

posing process (Emig, 1971; Stallard, 19724'Graves, 1975; Perl, 1978)

have identified revision as a stage of the process which is of vital

importance. Murray (1978) dined revision as what the writer doeslaf-
,

ter a draft is comp e ed in ,order to understand and communicate what

haskbegun to appear oo.the written page. The writer.reads to alter and

idlevelop what has been written and eventually after several, drafts, di-
,

velops,a meanie which can be communicated to 'the reader.
.

Though revision is a major aspectof the writing process and onfir,

'that engage in when writing their compositions,. teachers

frequenty equate revision with what Hurray (1978) called its external

aspect, i.e,, what writers, do.to communicate what they,have found to a-

spe

and

fic audience, In doing external revision, writers edit, proofread,

she various conventions of form and language=to put the finish-

tug touches on their'pieces of striting..Thus Beach (1976) foundothat if

d&

3
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.

teachers evalu tea\any drafts, their comments usually concerned Mat

ters of form and language. In 'her work on the revision process, Sommers

(978) compared the writing of college freshmenwith that of experienced

.Adult writers and found that/adult writers were concerned with revising
.

the composition as.a whole and had developed their own revision criteria,

,while student writers were more concerned with changes on the word or

phrase level, and were Wang specific criteria they had learned from
451

teachers or textbooks.

If teachers are to help their studenti to revise their papers on

the conceptual .4:614 structural level aswell as on the lexical and gen.

tential levels, then they need a'model for commenting on student papers..

Yet no snalinodel.has. been established for the few studies that have

been done on the effects of teacher responie during the writing process

have yielded inconclusive results(The purpose of this study was to ex

plore the effects. of teacher comments on Successive drafts of student
(

compoiitions in order to generate hypotheses concerning effective kind

of responses and thus begin to develop a model of teacher intervention

during the writing process.

Related Literature

The research on teacher response has been primarily concerned Wit

deteriining the effects 416 different types of responses have on the

overall quality.Of student writing and.on student attitudes toward writ_
ing. Several researchers, for example, comparedthe effects. of comments

which praise student writing with those Commentsi which,criticize such

1.4
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writing (Taylor & Hoedt, 1966; Seidman, 1967; Clarke, 1969), and found

that one type of combent is no more effective than another in 'helping

students to write better compositions. oser studies in which various

methods of commenting were compared alsolifiled to yield'any conclusive
, 0

evidence about rite kinds of responses which would be moat helpful for

student writers. (Bata, 1972; Wolter, 1975; Maranzo and Arthurs0977)

The lack .of significant conclusions in these studies may have been due'

to inadequate research designs. However, they may have also been. the

result of basipg these designs on a model of teacher response in which.

. comments only appeared on student papers that were already cOmpleted-

and such feedback, not integrally built into the writing process is of

qUestionable value.,

.Yet studies 6n the effect of teacher responses during the writing
1

Process are'rare. Buxton (1958) studied the writing develo p nt of two'

,groups'of college freshmen over the course of an entire

received rio grades on their papers and no comments except fo

e group

a few

'general ones at the end of their papTi suggesting ways in which they

might'improve their future essays. When their papers were returned,

these students -were told to look at the comments and not to revise their

papers in any wpy. A second experimental grouP received extensive Mar

ginal and interli4ar comments, final comments suggesting ways they'-

could improve their papers, and two grades reflecting their teachers'
.

assessments of the content and "accuracy" of their' papers. These students

received their annotated papers back and revised them during a class,

.

period while teachers went from student to student and helped them. Bux

ton reported. significant differences between the revision and writing



groups leading him to conclude
.1

a lat college, whose.writing i.s\
.

lil
..-

criticized and. who revise.in light of this criticism, can improve their
.

1
,

,

.

writing more than students who receive a few general suggestion's but

'do not revise. While Buxton's results appear to be significant, the cow.

mints were only part of the atment variable a d thus it was impossible:\y
o know what their relative influence was on st dent writinIhMprovement.

Kelley, (1973)investigatatheeffects two types of 'responses on.3..'

student writing. In her study, one class of 28 twelfth graders were

randomly divided into two groups; one group received clarifying re

sponses on the rough,drafts of their essays and the other group receiv
..,

ed directive responses.°Kelley defined, the clarifying response as "...a

question or series of questions designed to hay the,student evaluate

the nature of his ideas,and consider alternatives inrelationship'to the

writing skills he is eXpected to.aemonptrate in his writing," (p. 141)

and. the' directive response as "...a written comment which, gives a speci

fic direction to the student'regarding improvement of the writing skills1

which.he is expectedto demonstrate in his writing." (p. 141) . During

the experiment, the classroom. teacher wrote either clarifying or direc-7'

tive comments on each student's papers concerning the ideas; Wording,

flavor, and organization ;a1 d used a mechaniacC1art to indicate to the

student the frequency o such mechanical errors as spelling and punctu

ation. After the appropriate comments were written, the students revised

their papers during two class periods and then returned them to their

teacher. Kelley found that while neither type of response significantly

influenced the amount' of groWth in writing performance of studedts

between draft revisions, theke was a strong indication that "...the
1,
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clatifying response maybe more effective than the directive response

for expositoryessays.T (111.' 116) Though Kelley's conclusions'indicete

that one type of response may help students to improve tpir writing

more than another, her categories of commenting were very general and

no attempt was made to ascertain how particular comments within these

categories-affected specific aspects of student writing.

y.
In addition to the Huxton and Kelley.studies, some res earch has

, facusk on whether teacher corrections between drafts and subsequent
14

reviiionshy students have had any effect onithe elimination ofritech-

tianical errors in student writj.ng. (Fellowl, 1936; Arnold, 1963) King
47

(1970) studied the effects of thre different types of confents on

specific errors frequently made

J.

that students under todd teache corrections s often than consents
li

, A

, which named the err hr or stated the rule that the student had violated.
6

... )!Eing also began to divide comments into well- Opted categories instead
,

1.

of the general categories of previous studies: However, like her.pre-
i.

decessors, she made no attempt to investigate how specificteacher re-

tudents in theirAgriting mod found

sponses affected student writing. performance. It is evidentehat teal
low

search done in the area of teacher response to student writing has pro-.

'cided few answers and that further research' needs to be undertaken in

order to ind out how teachers can best help their students during the

writing proc

Procedures

Selection of Participants
(

Since little research had been done on the effect of particular
A

Y.
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comments on student writing, I used)the case study method to e lore
,

the effacE Of my comments on the writing of four college freshmen. The

Fesearq participants were four students enrolled in a regular section

of the New York University Expository Writing Program. All entering

'freshmen are required to take two semesters of Expository Writing and

are randoily assigned to a section of,the course. Sections of the

Writing-Program are limited to fifteen students and are taught iv

graduateretudents or faculty members from NYU.

During the Fall semester of the 1979-1980 academic year, I taught

two regular sections of Expository Writing. At the beginning'of the

semester, I asked all my students to write an essay on a topic of their

choice and on the basis of this first paper, I selected two male and

two female freshmen from one Section who exhibited problems of organi -'c

zation, focus,

to partipate

intervie them

and logic in their writing. After obtaining their consent

in the project, I met with each oftholoarticipants t6

abouith7ir previous. writing experience.

The Writing Program

Students in the Writing Program attend tinting clesses'for an

hour ar fifteen minutes twice a week. During a semestLr, students

write and revise several expository essays on assigned topics, react
4

sand comment on other student,' writing, and riSii and react to various

published essays.. Instructors also hold class discussions on revision

strategies, style, and other writing problems that the

class might have. An important feature of the Program is the three

stage draft process that the students god through when writing their

dents in a

01
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papers. The students 14 a section are divided into groups of four or

five and after they have 4Zitten their first drafts, they bring in

their papers with copies for all the students in their group. The

students then read their essays to the group, and the peers in turn

comment orally and then write their comments on the copies. After the

(peer group meetings, the students/Use the comments they have received

to write a'aecond draft outside of Alas. Finally, the students use

the instructor's comments to write a final draft which is typed and

handed in for a grade.

During the semester in which the study was conducted, the re-

search participants attended regularly scheduled classes and partici-

pated in classroom activities which included writing seven papers.in
'16

series of-,,...9xte, drafts, and one. in -class assignment. While I did fol-

low
4
the course outline of the Expository Writing Program, I deviated

1
from the general procedures by not giving students specific assignments.

Instead,- I used a variety of techniques to stimulate them to think about

:topics for their papers. Thus, the students kept'journals and from time

to time I responded to their journal entries and suggested topics for

theispaperd based on. what they had written. Other sources o topics

were writing inventories which students filled out at the beginning of

the semester ,:and prewriting sessions
4
in whiCh students discussed aI.

.

variety of topics they were interested in developing. In addition to

0 not assigning toploca,-.1 did not give grades ,on the final drafts of the

papers. Rath 4,the end of the semester, I asked the students to

. choose five of their "published" pieces and hand themin r to me so' that.

,I could-give the-students one composite grade.
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Collection of the Data

In order to assess ri teacher c'mmeqs were affecting student

writing, I asked the research particip nts to react aloud and tape re-.

cord theft reactions to the comments which appeared on the second

drafts of their papers, Initially, I met individually with the re

search partictOants in my office and, returned the second drafts of

their first papers to them. I then asked the participants to read

their papers aloud and when they came toia comment I had made to re-

cqra-their reaction to it. Before the participants started to record,

i demonstrated what I wanted them to do by reading a comment from

their papers and giving my reaction to it. During*he retarding ses-

sion, I remained in the room and did not interfere `with the taping

except to remind the participants to react to each Comment aloud. Af-

ter.the recording sessions were over, the Participant* took their sec-
\

and drafts home and revised their papers. They then typed final drafts

and handed in all three drafts to me. .Theprocess described above was

repeated five more tAtesIdaring the semester. However; fat the rema

ing five papers, the participant reacted to my comments at home, 4nd

after revising their papert4turned .in all three drafts to me. At the

end of the semester, the participants met individually with another
4

instructor in the Expository Writing Progrom whoo.interviewed them

about their jiriting experiences. during the semester and their views on

teacher intervention during the writing process.

Analysis of the Data

The data .that I analyzed consist of the comments I had made on

the research participants' papers, thei perceptions of my comments,
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and their reactions pn the final drafts of their papers.

Teacher Comments

Since the categories of commenting in previous studies such as

Kelley's were general in nature and not well defined, I developed My

own taxonomy of teacher comments. The major categories of this taxono-

my are explicit cues, implicit cues, and teacher corrections. Explicit

. ,
cues are those in which the teacher indicates to the student exactly

7how s/he might revise his/her paper or points out a specific error to
ti

the student. Examples of explicit cues on the macro level are:

Conceptual Level

Substitution: Student writes a paper #which she discusses
how she uses her imagine on to cope withthe
monotony-of riding the'subway every day. One
of her final lines is: "The faculty of the
mind to conjure up adventures in order to deal
with the monotony of routine is fascinating."
Teacher comment intending that the student
maks a major conceptual change by changing
the focus of the paper: You could expand your
essay with (1) as your, central idea and use
the subway as one example. Other monotonous
dhores may come to mind. (1) refers to the
sentence The faculty of-the mind..."
A

Structural Level

Rearrangement: 'Student writes a paper about his composing
processes and has a paragraph near the end of
the paper about when he writes his essays.
Teacher comment intending that the student re-
arrange the paragraphs: You should put the last
paragraph near the beginning where you set the
scene for your composing processes.

119
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Examples of explicit cues on the micro level are:

Sentential Level

Deletion: Student writes the following sentence in a
paper on the sensual nature of monsters: "He
has so many different

parts about him that
could tuNn a female on." Teacher comment in-
tending that the student delete a phrase: The
words 'about him' are unnecessary in the men-
tence and make it sound awkward. In your re-
writes./ suggest that you delete 'about him'
so that the sentence reads lie has so many
different parts that could turn a female one"

Lexical Level

Substitution: , Student writes the following sentence in a
paper on juvenile delinquency: "Juveniles
art thirty percent of the population but they

Grammar:

constitute almost 50% of the crimes in the
United States." Teacher comment intending
that the student substitute a word: It does
not make Sense to say that juveniles consti-
tute crimes. Try using 'commit-' or 'are re-.,
sponsible for' and see what different mean-
ingi are conveyed when you substitute one of
these words for the one you have written.

Studentwrites the following sentende a
paper o& the New York City/blackout of 77:
"Finally, wti,drove out to Howard Belch, I
spotted-A c urch bazaar right.before the toll
booth to.enter Rockaway." Teacher comment in-
tending-that the student change the punct9a-
tion:'This is a comma splice.

Format Conventions

Spelling: j Student writes the-following sentence in a
paper in,which she compares life to a game of
Monopoly: "The roll of the dice he conerolls."
Teacher copment intending that the student
substitute the correct spelling of the word
confronts': Spelling [Refers to.the word
'controlls.9

12
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Implicit cues are those in whic the teacher calls attention to a

problem, suggests alternative directions for the student toursue,

orquesticpsthe studeht aboht what s/he has written. Exdmples.of im4.

plicittuee on the macro level are:

;

'Conceptual Level
,--t.. ,

r Addition: Student writes.a paper in which she compares

.
) .

A.ifett to a *ame:of Monopoly. She does not give
enough exeiples'"_0make her analogies vivid

°

.

. , to the reader. Techer comment intending that
S the student elaborateon her i4as:aiu appar -.

ently like to use analogies\Jin your writing
1which is a good technique. Somehow this paper
is a little,abstract. Perhaps some concrete
examples for your generalisations would help.

Structural Level

Substitution: StUdent writes a paper on the.isolation people
experience in New York City. Her concluding
paragraph is about the suicide rate in this

'country..Teacher comment intending that she
substitute another conclusion: Do you, think
your conclusion follows logically from the
ideas you discuss in the body of your paper?

Examples of implicit cues on the micro level'are:

Sentential Level'

Deletion: Student writes the following sentence inaa
paper on the New York City blackout of 1977:
"Most of the middle class citizens moved out
of this area and moved to other places." Teach-
er comment intending that the student delete
the phrase "and moved": This is awkward.

Lexical Level

Substitution: Student writes the following sentence in a),
paper on,stereotypes which she calls "social
chains": "Stereotypes not only enslave but
reduce equality." Teacher comment intending
that the student sUlistitute another word for
'reduce': This word is inappropriate here.
(Refers to 'reduce' in the sentence.3

13
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-Atteeeacher corrections, the third category, includes the reerrange-
:

.::;(

ment,liddition 'imm4 deletion of Phrasee and sentences,.and-theaddition,

deletion', and substitution of words in a paper.

ent Perce tions

I also categorized the perceptioni of the research participants.
. .

Examples of thesek categories. are:

...

,

Perceives teacher
intention::.; -, Teacher writes' "Is this the right Ord ?" next

to 'view' in the sentence "He'd view his
-Aipartment and punch the walls in frustration."
Teacher's intention .is for the student-to sub

. stitute another word for 'view; Student Leer".

ceives teacher-intent/or "View is circled.
tb(s the. right word?' I guess Deould

change that: Well, when-you say he viewed
his apartment, it sounded as if he's stand-.
ing on top of a mountain looking down. It's
not too .clear, and I wasn'tsure I was using
the word in the right context."

Does not perceive
teacher intention: '"reacher writes "Do you like he way this

sounds?" next to the Sentence 'All that is
seen is a uniform and according to precon-
ceived notions, he is .a lacky." Teacher in-

': tention is for he student to change the sen-
tence into act e voiclaiby substituting "all.
People see" .for "all ent is seen" se that the
sentence reads people see is auniform
and according'to preconceived notions, he is
a lecky." Student. does not perceive teacher
intention: "You asked me do I like the way
that sounds. Yeti, I like the way it sounds.
BeCause I was talking about. stereotypes and
stereotypes are preconceived notions,. and I
thought that,it Sounded pretty go myself."

Explains own
intention: Teacher. writes "What do you mean?" next to the

word 'impressionable' in the sentence "In him
you can see the young impress ble of today
as he will appear tomorrow." gIcipant ex-
plains, own,intention: You asked me what I meant

14
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Suggests course of
action: Teacher writes 'spelling' 'over-t word'

"pandimonium" in thp sentence "Nowell out
pandimonium broke out, people were raiding
every store." Student suggests course of
action: "You have that I spelled pindemonium
wrong. You didn't correct it so I'll go to the
dictionary.and see if I can.look'it.up and
correct the ifeiling.. 11

1 1

by impressionable.' What I meant was that
Ivu'e.was a young man, a young person, who
..rally hasn't hid too many experiences and

. t he'd looking at the world all wide-eyed
/ nd bushy- tailed and eager an that beings
' young and naiveand unknowinsils he he is
7.,very iMpressiOnable.

14

Student Actions,.

'Im/iadition-to categorizing teacher comments and student perceptipns,
.

I developed a taxonomy of student actions on the final drifts of their

compositions which includes' categories on the macro and micro leveIt.

Okamples of student actions on the Macro level are:

Conceptual Level

Addition: . In the final draft of,a paper on juvenile de-t
. Ainquency, the student discusses why.juvenile

offenders receive such light sentences, a new
idea he had not written about to his previous
draft.

Structural Level

Deletion: In a .paper on the crisis in Iran, the student
At-

writes a paragraph about the Pope's role ps an
intermediary between th United States and Iran.
In the final,drafto.he deletes this

.

from the text.

Examples of student actions on the micro level are:

Sentential Level

Addition: Student writes the following sentence in a
paper, pn stereotypes which she callp 'social

15



Lexical Level

15

,..

' chains': "Why do these invisible chains re-
fuse td judge a man 'by the content of his
character not the color of his skin?'" In the
final draft, the student adds tI phrase 'the
people who enforce' so that the-sentence'reads
Why do the people who 'enforce these invisible
chains refuse to judge,a man 'by the content

/r

'of hii character not the color of his skin?'

Substitution: Student writes the follOwing sentence in a
paper on i'lleft -over hippie' from the 60's:
"His Iife_seemea.to have ended in the last
cycles of that era." In the finalaraft, the
student substitutes "years' for 'cycles' so
that the new sentence reads His.life seemed

Ito have:ended in the last years of that era.,

'Method of Analysis

Using these taxonomies; I coded ejch of the comments that I had

esearch participants, and their ac--written, the perceptionsuof

tions'on their final drafts. When'I coded my comments, I also wrote

down the intention of each of them. For example:

Comment

"This is a comma'splice."
Refers to "It was a warm
July evening, my mother,
father, andI.Had finish-

, ed dinner and were decid
ing what we could do fOt
that nights'entertain-
ment."

EXPLICIT-SENTENCE-PHRASE.
G.. d -TEACHER INTENTION-
PUNC IATI CHANGE

-Perception,

You -have a comment that-,
this is &morons splice.

DIRECT RESPONSE-REREADS
COMMENT

... ,

I'm not 'sure what a
comma splice iq

DIRECT RESPONSE -DOES NOT
PERCEIVETECHER INTEN-
TION

but I'll loOk wlip, in,
my little handbook

DIRECT RESPONSE-SUGe-
GESTS cpuNswor ACTION

.1

1. 6

rta

Action

Makes sentence into
two sentences so that
they readeIt wag.'
warm July evening. My
mother, father and X.
had finished dinner
andwere deciding what
we could do for that
nights entertainment:

SENTENCE- PHRASE- GRAMMAR -
PUNCTUATION CHANGE
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.

After coding the data, I correlated my 'comments On the second

drafts of the research participants' papers with their actions on their

final drafts and analyzed what changes if any, hadbeen*made as a re
:

sult of-my'comments.,The research participants' reactions were an Jai.

Tortant-part of this analysis\because thty indicated,whether the'parti

:cipants had understood the intentions of my coolants and why they had

made, particular revisions.

On the macro level, I comAred diafts to see whether as a result

of my comments the research participants had made any structural changes

in their paragraphs or in the text as a whole. Similarly,\on the con

ceptual level ,,I compared drafts to see whether the participants had

rearranged, deleted, or fdded ideas. On the micro level, I compared

sentences and lexical items I had commented on in the second drafts

with parallel .sentences and lexical items in the final drafts in order

tossee what changes had been made. Another part of my analysis on the

_micro level concerned the corrections had made on the researchc.,pTi
,

cipants' papers. In order to analyze the effect of these coolants, I-11).

compared.the sentences and lexical items that I corrected in the second

drafts with the parallel sentences and lexical items in the final drafts.

The majority of my corrections concerned grammar, spelling, and punctua

tion and since. I had also written explicit cues on the participants'

papers pointing out errors in these areas; I was able to compare the

research participants' responses and 'actions to teacher correct
,;1'

explicit cues on similar errors.

s and

. '
Using the results of my analysis of the effect of particular comments,
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on individual papers, I charted the patterns of responses and actions

of each participant to particular categories'of comments and compared

the responses and actions of all participants across the various cate-

gories of comments on both the macro and micro levels.

Discussion and Results
A -

An analysis of the data on the structural and conceptual levels,

)indicated that the research participants, who were inexperienced ye.-.

4'
vlsers responded favorably to explicit rues in which "I gave them

-9pecific suggestione.about how they.:1could strengthen or reorganize the (\

ideas hey had alreadY formulated in their paperS. When students, were

still in the process of discovering what they were tiying.to say, ex-
,

0

plicit cues silo helped them to make major conceptual revisions.,Inf-

plicit cues, in which I questioned the participants about the ideas.
6

4

they had presented or suggested.alternative directions for them to pur-!',

sue, helped. the to clarify their idesiiSr stimilated:therito think

about ways they could develop the topics for their papers, However,'

titter they had ,found a direction:Jor their-papdis, they still needed
- .

.

tO;'make:further revisions: in order. for them to be in "publishable"
Mt

2" fd6S. Thus, implicit cues were noteffective in.helping"them.temAke
.

.
.

. .

major co nce ptuarchanges intheir papers. Responding,with the == kinds
.),

ofpaes was appropriate however,-when the participants piep

'developed ideas or when I wanted to suggest alternative idea0far t
. .

to pursue in future papers.

On the sentential level,, it was,evident that my Applicit cues were
7r1"'

not helpful' because the research participants frequently did, not recog-
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nize what the problems were in'the sentences I '4ad commentelppn andiot
fit

didn't have the strategies to revise .them. Thus in response po cues such

as "Can you rephrase this?" and "Rewrite this sentence" they either de-

leted the sentences, made no revisions in them, or wrote revisions

which were justas awkward as their original sentences or did not fit

into the context of th4 paper. On the lexical level, the research par-

tIipants also did not respond favorably to my implicit cues. Indeed,4

one participant reacted to "wrong word" by hstituting another inap-

propriate,word in the sentence, and another participantreaCted to "Is"

this the right word?" by challenging my comment and making no revision

at all in'her final draft.

The data also indicate that while the research participants

readilyaccepted my corrections,. they did not always understand why

-I had made. such changes. For example, in one paper, a research partici-
.

pant wrotet.:Remington is owned by DuPont, who lame of the wealthiest.

families;, in America and Standard Oil is owned 13'Y Rockefeller." I sub-

stituted the word "which" fot "who" in the,Senence and the writer eom-

. mented:.

Okay, I have "Remington, who is owned by miloont,.who is
one of the wealthilst." You changed the word "who" to,

"which is one'of the wealthiest." May, I guess that's
corteA English.. That's good. I apPreetate that because,
uh, I'm not sure when to use wordi like

Though` in

that.

1draft he made the subs titutioa I had

in his next paper, he s ill did not know how to use relative pOnduns.

Thus he wrote "I quOte 4olfgang and Cohen which states exactly what I

would like to say." In this case, I substituted "who" for "which" and

(
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crossed out the "s"'in the'WOrd "statesm'so that the sentence read

4
"I quote Wolfgang and Cohen.*ho state exactly. what I would like to say."

The participant's response to my comment was."Okay, yeah, it doesn't
,

thatsound right s I'll fix up,_:a"nd in the final draft, he wrotiurhe

(
Corrected rsion of the,senteribe.

Another participant wrote this sentence in one of her papers:

Instead of that InnOcent'and.naive look, his face clear
shows his exper ences: fro Aii Spec ative, glaasy 1

. . sin his eyes; to his nose: ..4 ocked out of' I'

joint inOyouth;to.thOs ;40i4k di g lips,. with their
cynical smirk a

: *. j.z leer.

,

I changed the semi-colons tV
entence and the participant

made" the changes I had Antler final draft. In a later paper,

she wrote:
,

When one takes away be pride of a race by portraying it
as second class eieizens;,064n one ;trace insults-the,dig-,

.

nity of.,another race by beating it in deed and manner as
inferior;. when one race displays blatant disregard of
another by seeing it only through stereotypes; it not
only kes equality but also freedom.

I again change thesemi-pcolon to commas and.the particOant question-

*ed me about it

Then I say "when one taken away the prideof ayace by
portraying It as second class citizens" and then I use
a semi -colon and then I say "when one race insults the
dignity of Another race by treating in deed and manner
as inferior" an4kTuse a:semi-colon and "when one race
displays.blatanedisiegard of another by seeing it only4

'through stereotypes" and I' use a semi-colon. All tho8e
times you made my semi- colons - commas and 'in not really
sure whys- because I always thought,that commas weren't.
right when a sentence was so long but you did it so I
guess that I was wrong.

The participanes response and use of the semi-col on in this paper in-

dicated that she had not learned anything about the use of semi- colons

20
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efrom in corrections on her previous paper. From these examples it

is ev dent-that teacher corrections alone are not helpful kinds of

nts becaOse students frequently revise their papers according to

the corrections without understanding why they have been made.
0,2

Along with being ineffectilie in helping students to understand

their errors, teacher corrections reinforced the participants' per-

captions of the writing process and the teacher's role in the' process.

-,tIndeed, two of the participants viewed revision as a matter- of correct-
N

ing errors and had always looked upon the teacher as someone who would

show them how to "fix up" their4oapirs._Because the passive role they
4.,

had played in the Writing process, they preferred when I made the

necessary- corrections on their papers. Yet they and the other partici-,

'41It

pants were capable of correcting their errors when /.just wrote explicit

cues on thr papers in which I ',canted out errors and left it to them

to make the revisions. For example, when I wrote 'subject and vvb do not

..,/

agree' next to.a sente ce,. the participants were are to correct this

error. Likewise, When wrotelspl over a-misspelled word the partici:-

pants corrected their mistakes. do",

Implications for teaching.and further research

Implications for teaching

Aim emerges from the analysis of the data on both the macro and
Ir

Micro levels are continua of commenting along which a teacher might re-

spond to.her students' writing. Thus on the macro level, it is apparent

that students who are inexperienced revisers- will ;respond favorably to

explicit cues which indicate to them how they may-strengthen the ideas
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they have already presented in their papers. For example, teachersb

2 write comments in which they suggest tiqw students may rearrange.

paragraphs in a more lo4icaX order, elaborate.on specific points in
400

their papers, or add more examples-to support generalizations-they have

made. If students areistill in the procesis of discovering the topics

for theirs papers, then explicit cues suggesting how they can make' major

conceptual. changes can be helpful. When students become more expeti-

enced at,revising, teachers may want to be le$ixplicit in their oOm-

,ments,and instead suggest alternative directions for them to pursue or

question th about various aspects of the ideas they have presented. in

el:order to sti late them to make conceptual changes. On the lexical and

sentential levels, explicit cues may also be effective helping inex-

perienced revisers diming the writing proceSS. Thus if a word choice is

inappOkpriate, a teacher might suggest a number of alternative. words

' that the saudent can use in place of the original pne. On-the sentential'

level, a teacher might respond to an awkward sentence by suggesting an

alternative way of rewriting the sentence. It is also Important to note

that while explicit cues telling students why sentences are awkward may

be helpful, such students may also need to listen to their sentences

aloud so that they can hear why a sentence is awkward and to learn some

stylistic options for revising such sentences.

Since the research pa4ticipants' responses and Subsequent actions

sptheir final drafts indicated that teacher corrections did not help

them to understand their errors, and that in fact they were capable of

revising their papeitrif errors in punctuation, spelling, and grammar

were pointed out to them, teachers might refrain from correcting the

22
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:x

grammar, punctuation; and spelling Irrors in st&lent papers and.4nstead

name theerrors:so that the students can.,make the necessary changes them-

selves.

22

It is evident thatlnexperienced revisers need specific directions
.

from their tiachers_abOut how to revise their papers. However,' at some

point when studentSsre more experienced relasers teachers might move

along. the con$4.nya bobOth the.Mago and micro levels-anifwrite'more

implicit' cdes..The continua of commenting thenlcen.be used as a guide

for writing c ts'on eudent papers. Yet, the comments teachers

write'can only be helpful if they respond to student! writing as part

Of an ongoing dialogue'betimen themselves-and their studeftis.
.

In order to create, -such dialogue, teachers might begin° }y re-

sponding to student writing.00t as evaluators and. judges biat as in-
.

terested adults:would react to such wpiting. For example, in res nse

to one of the participant's papers I commented that after read ng-the

paper I wOsnilt sure of the point he was trying to make in it. e

participant's response to my comment indicated that his pe option of

himself as a writer was a poor one because he said: "I really didn't

know. what I was doing and you 'sort of told me you didn't know what my

maitctopic was." In trying to help a student such se this one, teachers

might comment in an encouraging and supportive manner instead of rein-

forcing the student's poor self-perception. -1

To further diffuse the student's perception' that the teacher's role-

in the writing process is that of an evaluator, teachers might write

comments on the final drafts of student papers encouraging them to pursue
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further some of the ideas they have"presente or example 'when a

participant wrote a paper on a "left-over hippie," Tauggested that

she write another paper. on the generc.'problem of.n.eft-overplower

children."Nrhough the'writer chose not,r) pursue this idea, my"Comment

indicated'ay interest.in'the idea she had presented, and encouraged her

to think of me at a participant in a dialogue about her writing.

Another way teachers can help to create a dialogue*withtheir stu-

denie.is for them to become more sensitive to the intentions of student

writejs. Indeed, as a result of my research, I became aware, that I often.
4:

did `not perceive the intentions of theatudeneft text bin rather wrote

Commentereflecting my stylisti preferences or my own set of abstract

-notio s of "correct writing." Thus in a paper on the blackout'of '77,

I c vented to the participant' that the referent of the word 'theM'

Was unclear in the sentence "We rode by the movie theatres, read what

was playing but none of them appealetto us.." In this case, the partici-

pant had an implied antecedent in mind when he wrote 'them'; however,

my comment did not take into account what his actual intentions were but

rather reflected an abstract rule of "correct writing", i.e., "every pro-

noun must have an antecedent," that I was applying to the text.

In some cases, my comments reflected my stylistic preferences. For

example,.when one participant wrote "The budget crunch was elt by my

school so they cut certain activities one of which was the track team,"

I commented "Rewrite the sentence" intending that he change the sentence

into the active vdice. It was evident that the participant's intention

in the sentence was to emphasize the words "budget crunch" so the passive
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voice tas appropriate there, Because of my stylistic prefer7ces, how,-

ever, I did not consider'his intentions and thus asked him to&write 1

his sentence.sentence. The parti pant's paper on a "left-over hippie" had many

slang expressions iri it and when I questioned her on the use of "freaked

out" for example, she responded:

"Is this the right word ?" Yes. I linow it is slang but thaes
what I wanted to use. In the opez4ng sentence I wanted in

esome way to give people. an of what they were so-.
ing to be reading just by using the word 'freaked' you know.

Here, my comment reflected my own stylistic preferences because I did
4

not consider that slang would be appropriate in order to create a cer-

.tain impression of the character the writer was describing.

Along with writing comments in a positive apd empathic manner and

(bec7ing more sensitive to the intentions of student writers, teachers

mi try to find out whether their coirts are having a favorable

eff ct on their students. Using the taxonomies developed in this study,

teachers can categorize their comments, correlate them with their stu-

dents' actions on subsequent drafts, and then see what kinds of comments

are being understood by their students. For example, if a teacher moves

along the lexical continuum and.writes a comment such,as "Is this word

appropriate' ere?" on/several student papers, then she can correlate her

comments with her students' actions on their'final drafts and be able to

see whether sugl a comment is being understood.

When creating a dialogue with their students, teachers might follow

the suggestions that I have made. Teachers should be aware however that

many students have never written paperl in a teries of drafts and there-

fore may not be receptive to yuch a process and to teacher commAls dur-

re-
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ing the writing process. Thus one of the partit pants said in his final

interview that at first he hactreactefinegativelY to the idea of a draft
.)t. , .

process beceiL:he had been used tcwriting a paper once an hildingit
%

in to bhe teacher for p grade. Sincestudents may have similar attitudes,

teachers might, discuss the value of revision and show their students sam.

plea of their own writing and revising processes. Teething student! the

value of revision may help them to change their perceptions of their roles
t :

,

in the vizi ing rocess. At the beginning of my study, the research partici

pants rely challenged my comments and preferred to play a,iessive role
.

\ ,

e writing process.kowever, as a result of'thair
11
xPeriences with

teacher responses during the process, they began to elan e their attitudes

Jr

and play a more active role. Thus all of the part c pants went beyond the

intentions of my,tomments on either the macro or micro levels in papa s

that they wrote in the latter part of the,semester. Indeed, &participant's

remarks during her final interview indicated that her attitude toward
,P
teacher comments, had changed arm, that she viewed her role in the writing

process as a participant in a dialogue between herself and her teacher:

I guess the reason teacher comments never really influenced
me before was because I got fairly good ones. You know, be

' fore it was always a mark or a statement. The teachers never
went into any'big descriptions about your writing. If yob
fulfilled the task, you know, it was qkay.'Suddenly this
year, I see i ."I can question it. I can disagree with it.
I can see, yo know, the different aspects of it. That did
make sense.

Suggestions for further research

Since little research has been done on the effect of particular

comments on student writing, I decided to use the case study method and

26
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explore the effect of my comments n the writing of four college fresh
,

men. While the rections to my#comments and their actions on their final!'

drafts did vary among t e four research participants, it.was'possible to

gen ralize about the eff ct of my comments on all four students. Thus,

it was evident that they r sponded favorably to my explicit comments on

the conceptual and structural levels. It was also apparent that they did'

not respond well Co my implicit comments on the lexical and sententiaP

levels, and therefore might respond more favorably to explicit cues on

these levels. Based on the results of my study I have hypothesized:

1. Students who are inexperienced revisers will improve on'the

structural and conceptual levels if they receive explicit cues

about how to revise their"paperd.

IMP

2. Students who'zire4nexperienced revisers will improve on the

lexical and sentential levels if they receive explicit cues'

about hoW to revise their papers on these levels.

Using an experimental design, these hypotheses could be tested on a

larger populatiOn.theciuse.I. have distinguished between two major types

of comments, i.e., explicit and implicit, the comments that arewrittitt

°vapors ih such a study co be closely controlled by the researcher.

In-addition to teeing my h pothises, researchers might also use the

dimensions of composition annotation suggested by King (1979) as a guide

for, studying the effect of other types.of comments on student writing.

For-example, research might be done to investigate student actions'in

response to whether the comment is interlinear, marginal, at the begin

ning/end, or on a rating form.

Ask
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Although the analysis in this study concerned the changes that

occurred between'the drafts that the research participants turned in

to me and their final drafts, they actually wrote -wee drafts. Thus,

they got an initial response to their work from their peers and then

wrote a second draft to which I resAded. This progression of reic-
.

tions was sometimes confusing to the participants because my responses
0

often contradicted those of their peers. On the conceptual level for

example, I often pointed out the lack of focui in a paper and suggested

p,major conceptual change in contrast to the peer, group, which had had a

positive response to the idea that the participant had presented. Since ,

the three stage draft processin which both peers and teachers respond

to student writing is an integral part of many composition classrooms,

the problem of how these t7 sets of responses interact with one another.

might Also be the subject of future research projects.

Most of the previous research tharhas been done in the area of

teacher response to student writing has been concerned-with how teach-

ers evaluate the finished products of student writing. The model of

teacher response which. emerges from such research is one in which the

teacher's role is that of an evaluator who cements on the strengths and

0 weaknesses .of her students' papers. When a teacher writes her comments,

the underlying assumption is that her students will respond to them and

thus improve their writing performance. However, these implied dialogues

rarely happen because students invariably look upon their teacher as a
orb

and. consequently see themselves as participants in a "dialogue"

in. which they can do little but accept their teacher's criticisms. In

28
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this study, I have suggested a different model of teach,* response

in which teachers are no longer evaluators and students are no longer

passive recipients of their teachers' judgements. Instead, teachers

have an effect on the immediate final products of student writing and

through their supportive responses during the writing piocess, begin

to establish an on-going dialogue in which both they and their students

are active participants.
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